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Abstract: While the idea of autonomous vehicles has been enthusiastically embraced by scientists and
commercial markets alike, ranging from solving the last mile problem across shared economy models
in various segments to human transportation logistics, more than just a few aspects require further
development before driverless urban logistics can be organized more thoroughly and meaningfully
for our practical purposes. Before fully autonomous vehicles become standard, many of these
shortcomings can be addressed (in part) by the remote operation of vehicles. Besides the various
technological challenges, remote operation of vehicles also has many important legal and economic
implications, impacting a wide area, including data protection, liability for torts performed, and
mundane fields such as road traffic law. Based on a case study of a start-up developing remote
operation solutions in Germany (Vay), this paper analyses and further develops the regulatory
framework of remote operation solutions by highlighting their legal and economic implications.
Since remote operation solutions are comprised of cyber-physical systems, this research is located in
the context of Smart Cities and Industry 5.0, i.e., our research contributes to the related regulatory
framework of the Smart City concept as well as to Industry 5.0 in international terms. Finally, the
paper discusses future perspectives and proposes specific modes of compliance.
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1. Introduction

The logistics sector currently faces economic challenges due to high fuel and energy
costs, so several logistics business models are put under pressure. A large number of
initiatives started a push for innovations to reduce logistics costs or expand the service
portfolio in order to maintain the current cost structure. One important direction for future
logistics innovations focuses on using autonomous transport devices as delivery robots
or other autonomously driven vehicles; another direction considers the development of
service design models that are realized by companies such as Uber or Yandex [1–3]. Recent
logistics innovations highlight sustainable and environmental goals by advocating electric
vehicles or car sharing concepts as a first step towards circular economy approaches in the
logistics sector.

Unfortunately, existing technologies are still far from being mature enough to be
realized in daily business, so transitional technologies are needed to bridge the time until
self-driving vehicles or autonomous delivery robots can take over full control of public
transportation. Such bridging technology is considered remote operation (one form of
assisted driving and remote-driving or tele-driving), which in Europe as in the U.S.A. [4]
is dominated mainly by start-ups, such as e.g., Vay Technologies from Berlin [5], Fernride
from Munich [6] or most recently Elmo from Tallinn [7].

On 12 July 2021, Germany promulgated the “Act on Autonomous Driving” [8], which
on 22 June 2022, was specified by a corresponding regulation (Autonomous Driving Reg-
ulation) implementing the technical details [9]. While keeping to the restrictions that
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autonomous vehicles must still be operated within a defined territory and must be over-
seen by trained technicians, both the Act and the respective regulation now also permit
these vehicles to be operated remotely, and numerous additional vehicles may be operated
by one technician at a time [10]. Economically, this reform makes remote driving especially
attractive, as a small team located in a central command centre may now supervise an
entire fleet of otherwise autonomous taxis or delivery vans, which can also easily be ex-
tended to autonomous buses serving rural and country areas with sparse public transport
facilities. Further potential provides for delivery of packages and parcels using delivery
robots [1], car valet parking services, or as recently established at Tallinn University of
Technology [11]—internal, on-campus transportation of students at universities and other
entities exposed to high levels of human mobility.

In contrast to the U.S., where neither autonomous nor remote driving are regulated on
a federal level, Germany now provides comprehensive legal regulation for SAE Level 4
automation, which applies nationwide. The German companies Vay and Fernride currently
dominate the tele-driving market there by offering technical solutions for cars [5] and
trucks [6] and, by doing so, challenging the market for land-based transport robots and also
requiring new regulatory frameworks for public transportation. The case of Vay is used as
a case study in this paper. It is of special interest because this start-up offers new services
for car-based mobility at lower cost base levels than existing logistics solutions. Otherwise,
the remote driving approach also provides opportunities to expand and enhance the
service portfolio for car sharing companies, which at present suffer from unviable business
models [12]. According to C. Dahlheim, Board Member at Volkswagen Financial Services,
no car sharing company has been able to generate a sustainable and profitable business
model for car sharing up to now. Hence, new service design concepts are required to create
viable car sharing models. Here, remote driving may prove to be the better service because
the first mile from the car sharing parking place to the car sharing client, as well as the
last mile from the final destination of the shared car journey or trip to the still unknown
parking place after use, can be realized by the remote driver.

However, this service enrichment of remote driving represents just one competitive
advantage. Other benefits of remote driving include fewer accidents and car crashes due to
safety-certified remote drivers, no potential for drug and alcohol abuse whilst driving, as
well as no potential for violence or threats to drivers. This aspect is of special interest in
tele-taxi operations where the full journey from start to final destination is realized by the
remote driver, so the door-to-door service represents a full tele-taxi service [13]. Finally,
remote driving has also already found its way into the public transportation arena. For
instance, remote driving services in Hamburg extend the existing metro and bus system
by linking remote regions of the city through on-demand tele-taxing via remote drivers to
the end point of the metro network, thus enhancing security and convenience for public
transportation customers and clients [14].

A review of the literature reveals a large variety of academic articles on the last mile
problem in the context of retailing and e-commerce, with a focus on transport impacts and
delivery points as well as on efficient vehicle routing algorithm [15] research, which in
part has also been implemented and put into practice, as for example by ERTICO’s “Con-
nected, Cooperated & Automated Mobility” initiative (CCAD), which not only seeks to
“foster interoperable, reliable and compliant connectivity for automation” but also conducts
impact assessments of automated vehicle functions through large-scale pilots [16]. More
recent research investigates self-driving transport robots and their related regulatory frame-
work [1]. The sustainable service view of car-based transportation has been dominated in
recent years by studies into different business models for car sharing with an emphasis on
urban transportation [17]. The issue of remote driving as an enhanced car-based mobility
service and its related regulatory framework have not been discussed until now and hence
represent a research gap [18]. Hence, this research concentrates on remote driving, its
economic impact, and the related regulatory framework.
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Following the introduction (Section 1) and after elucidating the theoretical and method-
ological background of the study (Section 2), the paper highlights the current status of
automated driving in both legal and technological terms (Section 3). The subsequent case
study focusing on Vay Technologies (Section 4) showcases remote driving in the form of
tele-taxiing and service enrichment of car sharing and public transport, before an analytical
part (Section 5) investigates different options for successful business models of tele-driving
as well as the specific aspects that a related regulatory framework for use of remote driving
should take into account. The discussive part (Section 6) analyses the current legal situation
for tele-driving and highlights gaps in existing legislation before proposals for an improved
regulatory framework for tele-driving are made in the conclusion (Section 7).

2. Theoretical Background and Methods

With the growth of new technologies, services are becoming more complex and in-
tegrating a greater number of actors, artefacts, stakeholders, and underlying processes.
Service Design (SD) helps make a service system and process understandable and manage-
able by organizing and planning business resources in order to improve an existing service
or create a new one, taking the needs and experiences of both employees and consumers
into consideration. Service design started gaining increased attention after an important
turning point from product design to process design was outlined in the development of
design domain, brought about by the introduction of Service-Dominant Logic at the start
of the 2000’s [19]. This change was spurred on by the shift in focus from the significance of
physical goods, i.e., goods-dominant logic, towards services, i.e., service-dominant logic.
This development was continued by the concept of servification, i.e., the increased role of
services for the manufacturing sector and its sustainable continuation by replacing goods
with services, in order to save natural resources and to drive shared economy concepts [20].

Logistics, as an important service sector, has for a long time ignored service design
concepts and focused more on cost and time aspects. The literature review reveals a large
number of scientific papers dealing with logistics costing, timeliness, and the last mile
problem, but service design aspects for logistics services have seldom been discussed from
the client perspective. Even the most well-known papers in the field of car sharing to a
great extent highlight cost and ecological aspects, time and safety topics, as well as queuing
issues, but service design is seldom examined, as the paper by Bellos et al. [21] highlights
exemplarily, where time “design” only appears in the technical interpretation of product
design describing technical and economic features of a car sharing model.

The advent of remote driving concepts indicated the missing service design dimension
in the context of car sharing. The success of start-ups such as Vay Technologies is based on
the fact that the last-mile problem represents a bottleneck on the path to a viable business
model for car sharing, and the solution required to overcome this obstacle is the service
design solution where shared cars come to the client and remove responsibility from the
client to find a parking space after the journey. In this sense, remote driving offers a
service design concept for car sharing and interconnects the car sharing sector with the
public transportation sphere, where service design concepts are based on developments
experienced. Additional benefits of tele-driving, i.e., reduced cost bases and higher safety
levels, are fringe benefits, linked as a complement to the remote vehicle operation concept.

However, the proximity of remote driving, public transport, and traffic on public roads
reveals shortcomings in the regulatory framework for the use of remote driving concepts,
despite the relative maturity of the underlying technology compared with self-driving
vehicles. Related regulatory questions that a logistics service provider must consider extend
from data protection to liability for torts performed to such mundane fields as traffic law.
This paper analyses and further develops the regulatory framework of tele-driving and
tele-taxiing by highlighting their legal implications. Finally, the paper discusses future
perspectives and proposes specific modes of compliance.

The research uses secondary data analysis, expert interviews, an online survey, and
research group meetings, as well as the results of case studies from start-ups in Estonia
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and Germany in the field of autonomous transport robots and remote driving. Research on
legal issues in the regulatory framework of tele-driving and remotely operated vehicles
also comprises case studies of legal systems from different countries that are presented and
discussed in brief. Expert interviews were collated between October and December 2022
and comprised six expert interviews from the field of autonomous driving in Estonia and
Germany. Expert interviews were executed in face-to-face sessions on the basis of semi-
structured questionnaires by following the corresponding literature. The online survey was
part of the EU project “Connect2SmallPorts” implemented between 2020 and 2022 in the
Baltic Sea Region, and analysed digitalization and automatization of maritime logistics hubs.
Results of the survey and expert interviews showed that the automatization of logistics
processes concerning vehicles is only partly realized but is of great interest in logistics
hubs. Only about 10% of the respondents had already implemented autonomous vehicles,
but 33% are planning to install this mode of transport. The main argument against using
self-driving vehicles was linked to safety and security problems. The following Figure 1
gives an overview of the degree of the implementation of autonomous vehicles in Baltic
Ports, together with the mentioned reasons for hesitation about implementation activities:
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Figure 1. Survey results about implementation of autonomous vehicles in Baltic Ports; source: authors
calculation. Reasons for no activities: (1) Immature technology, (2) Fear of cybercrime, (3) Risk of
economic espionage.

In some cases, remote-controlled vehicles were named as a possible alternative. This
picture was also confirmed by experts in the private sector, where the main obstacles to
using self-driving vehicles were linked to security concerns. This was especially true for
taxi companies. The underlying semi-structured interviews investigate economic, legal,
and security aspects in the thematic field of use of autonomous vehicles, with a focus on
taxis and additional services around the car sharing sector.

The empirical measures represent a classical multi-method approach that brought
together qualitative data, which was then analysed and interpreted using methodological
triangulation approaches. By following Altrichter et al. [22] and using more than one
empirical method to gather data, including expert interviews, surveys, case studies, and
secondary research data, we acquire a more detailed and better-balanced picture of the
research situation. Finally, the empirical results of the research are discussed in the context
of existing literature.

3. Automated Vehicles in Technological and Legal Terms

Depending on the level of autonomy, automated vehicles require human interaction
to cope with increasingly rare, but nevertheless still occurring traffic dilemmas that the
respective algorithms have not yet been sufficiently trained to cope with, and even if
trained appropriately, automated technology fails from time to time, due to either software
defects or hardware malfunctions. The most economically efficient and practicable way
of providing this human “backup” are forms of remote operation, i.e., set-ups where the
human driver is not physically located inside the vehicle but communicates with the
vehicle’s steering mechanism via telecommunication means or equipment, or especially
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in remote driving cases, via Wi-Fi. If this human remote-control function is not enabled
at least once, an otherwise stationary and immobile vehicle cannot proceed automatically
(remote assistance) but forms a constantly enabled part of the operation architecture; remote
operation is specified as “remote driving” [18] or, more commonly, as tele-driving. This
paper refers to both forms of remote operation.

3.1. Automated Vehicles

Some motor vehicle functions have been highly automated for decades: Many of the
existing safety and driver assistance systems, such as ABS (anti-lock braking system), ESP
(electronic stability program), lane-keeping assist, or adaptive cruise control (ACC), are
valuable tools that have not only made driving more comfortable but also significantly
reduced the number of road traffic fatalities worldwide. They ensure driving stability in
critical situations and can automatically maintain the distance from the vehicle in front.

This technological progress is also already reflected in established standards. More
specifically, both the International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) and the Society
of Automotive Engineers (SAE) have developed six levels of standards for autonomous
driving, ranging from ‘no autonomous driving’ (Level 0) to ‘full automation’ (Level 5) [23].

The term “self-driving vehicles” usually refers to ISO/SAE Level 4 or 5, where the
automated driving system (ADS) performs the entire dynamic driving task at any time and
in any aspect (in the case of ISO/SAE Level 4, in all aspects) without any user intervention.
In addition to the continuous improvement of sensors and data processing in vehicle
controls, such automation is also achieved by means of an off-vehicle network (i.e., a
car-to-car network connecting vehicles travelling in traffic). The car-to-infrastructure
network connects external facilities (such as traffic lights, traffic management systems, and
monitoring systems) for data exchange. Together, they significantly improve the flow of
traffic, as networked vehicles can move much more smoothly when automated than when
driven by individuals who often have widely differing attention spans, driving styles,
local knowledge, and driving skills. These synergies are also good for the environment, as
smooth traffic also makes considerable fuel savings compared with braking frequently.

In addition, gradually more and more integrated driving assistance systems in the
future will also be able to analyse driver behaviour, build up a driving profile, and adapt
the driving behaviour of the fully automated vehicle to his or her intentions. Analysing
traffic patterns will make it possible to predict the behaviour of others using roads, which
is particularly important to protect pedestrians [24].

3.2. Regulation of Automated Vehicles—Global Overview

Because of these many advantages, fully automated vehicles are also politically de-
sirable, and legal barriers are increasingly being removed. For example, the 1968 Vienna
Convention on Road Traffic [25] has so far not covered autonomous vehicles, requir-
ing the presence of a human driver capable of taking control. This issue has, however,
been addressed by a recent amendment to the Vienna Convention developed by the UN-
ECE World Forum for Harmonization of Vehicle Regulations. This consisted of adding
new Article 34bis [26], according to which the driver requirement is deemed “fulfilled”
if the vehicle uses an automated driving system (ADS), which complies with national
technical regulations.

In terms of technical regulations for international vehicles, three new UN regulations
in the field of connected and automated driving came into force in spring 2022:

• UN Regulation 155 on cybersecurity and cybersecurity management systems [27],
• UN Regulation 156 on software updates and software update management sys-

tems [28]; and
• UN Regulation 157 on automated lane-keeping systems (ALKS) [29].

The UNECE World Forum for Harmonization of Vehicle Regulations and its Working
Party on Automated/Autonomous and Connected Vehicles (GRVA) [30] are also working
to further harmonise international technical requirements.
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Similar changes are being enacted in European legislation. In December 2021, the
European Commission presented a draft EU ‘automated driving system’ (ADS Regula-
tion) [31,32] to all 27 Member States. The draft regulation sets out, among other things,
rules for the type-approval of autonomous vehicles with regard to their automated driving
systems. The EU ADS Regulation complements Regulation 2019/2144 on type-approval of
motor vehicles, which is also fairly new and will enter into force on 1 July 2022, and which
already defines ‘fully automated vehicles’ in Article 3(22), but up to now does not regulate
them or their use in great detail. The ADS Regulation therefore establishes the EU’s first
regulatory framework for automated and fully automated vehicles.

Among EU Member States, Germany, for example, has adopted a new law on au-
tonomous driving that entered into force on 28 July 2021 and amended the German Road
Traffic Act [33]. In Germany, legislation introduced in 2017 [34] previously only permitted
driving cars steered by humans up to ISO/SAE Level 3, i.e., the driver always remained in
control of the vehicle even when highly or fully automated driving functions were used.
The driver needed to be ready to take over the driving at any time if this was deemed
necessary or if prompted to do so by the system. Germany’s new law on autonomous
driving no longer requires a driver to be present and therefore allows “autonomous driving
functions” up to ISO/SAE Level 4 to be used in specified locations (e.g., on roads, i.e., the
public highway) for normal operation.

The Japanese government has also moved a step closer to allowing fully autonomous
driving by passing a bill to make driverless cars legal. Assuming the bill enters into force
this year, it will facilitate plans to provide unmanned, self-driving vehicles to transport
elderly people in sparsely populated rural areas. However, companies providing driverless
vehicles will be expected to monitor the use of their vehicles remotely, from a distance. In
the event of a problem or, in the worst case, an accident, they must send staff to deal with
the aftermath and outcome [35].

In Israel, a regulation was adopted in March 2022 permitting companies to test au-
tonomous public transport, or driverless taxis, on Israeli roads. A bill proposed by the
Ministry of Transport and Road Safety has already been passed in the Knesset and reg-
ulates issues such as insurance and the various permits required. It also establishes su-
pervisory bodies and an advisory committee comprising representatives from relevant
stakeholders [36].

The U.S. has also been very active in regulating this issue. For example, in early March
2022, the U.S. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) issued rules that
will remove the need for manufacturers of automated vehicles to equip fully autonomous
vehicles with manual control devices in order to meet crash avoidance standards. This
move was in response to a petition submitted to NHTSA in February 2022 by General
Motors and its self-driving technology unit, Cruise, requesting permission to build and
introduce a self-driving vehicle without any human controls such as a steering wheel or
brake pedals [37]. Anyway, we must consider the U.S. being regarded as a world leader in
supporting autonomous vehicles, less so because of its pioneering regulatory approach, but
rather because most manufacturers of self-driving vehicles are headquartered there and
most patents for this field have been filed in the U.S.A. [38].

4. Case Study: Vay Technology

Vay Technology Ltd. [5] is a start-up founded by Thomas von der Ohe, Fabrizio
Scelsi, and Bogdan Djukic in Berlin in September 2018 with the business idea of delivering
remotely driven cars to our streets and roads. Vay’s founders gained experience working
at companies based in Silicon Valley including Tesla, Google, Zoox, Amazon and Uber as
well as for German car manufacturers. The company has offices in Berlin, Germany, and
Portland, Oregon/U.S.A. Unlike the approaches of Tesla and others, Vay does not focus on
self-driving autonomous vehicles but on remote operation, i.e., each car is operated by a
tele-driver located in a stationary remote-control centre. The connection to the car as well as
data exchange are realized via Wi-Fi. In order to be able to steer the car, the remote-driver
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has his steering wheel in the middle of a control panel which is equipped with several
screens displaying pictures and images from 360-degree cameras that are installed on the
remote car, together with a set of other car monitoring and control devices, including speed
monitors (and regulators) as well as other sensor data from car-mounted radar devices and
microphones in order to follow acoustic communication inputs from the car’s interior and
the car’s immediate surroundings.

Thomas von der Ohe, one of Vay’s CEOs, emphasises that remote driving will bridge
the gap in time until autonomous robocar technology is mature enough to be applied for
general use: “we are pursuing a different approach to autonomous driving, which we call a
tele-drive first approach, and this allows us to launch something much, much earlier”, and
he adds that “it is much cheaper than ride-hailing mainly because you drive in the middle
and we don’t have to pay someone so we can really bring down the cost to close to urban
car ownership.” Ohe continues to highlight that tele-driving could help bridge part of this
gap, even if his American rivals have a head start in terms of technology and funding. “We
can add autonomous features gradually . . . if we are for instance travelling in a straight
line on a highway for 30 km, we can do that autonomously and then the tele-driver comes
back for these more difficult manoeuvres, for the intersections and the other parts” [39].

Vay’s current business model targets the space between car-sharing and self-driving
robotaxis by offering the client additional services compared with car sharing, such as
direct-to-door services as well as the service of disposing of the car after use without finding
a parking space or a car park. Consequently, Vay plans to deliver its remotely driven cars
to the streets of Hamburg and Berlin, Germany, for two years of testing, with a number of
certified tele-drivers ensuring a high safety level of driving. The service Vay provides will
be able to undercut ride-hailing apps such as Uber by relying on customers to do the bulk
of the driving, while a small pool of remote drivers could pilot the electric cars to a parking
spot, or on to the next job or order.

One of the most challenging technical challenges of remote operation appears in
the case where the connection between the remote driver in the control centre and the
car is interrupted, which can even be caused by interference or distortion of the internet
link. In this case, the car must automatically take control of the vehicle and start self-
driving algorithms in the context of busy city centres and crowded streets. Despite these
crucial challenges, first Berlin and then the City of Hamburg agreed to start testing the
operation of remote-controlled cars with Vay in order to gain experience for the changes
and amendments required to the regular framework for remote operation as well as for
receiving high-quality remote operational data, enabling improvements to algorithms
for safe driving in urban environments and settings. The City of Hamburg government
considers Vay’s remote-driving services also to be an extension of the existing public
transportation system by linking remote areas and suburbs to the existing public transport
network and offering Vay’s services on demand [40].

Important motivations for the public to support Vay’s approach in Berlin and Hamburg
are its beneficial ecological impacts, as car-sharing systems have the potential to reduce
the number of private cars significantly, bearing in mind that private vehicles are typically
parked (at rest–and not in use) for 90–95% of the time. However, current car-sharing
companies are not economically viable yet, so new additional services such as offering
door-to-door transportation services are necessary to make the car-sharing sector more
attractive. Another main topic concerns enhancement of traffic safety in urban areas
because conventional driving is responsible for the top four causes of fatal accidents in
urban environments, namely speeding, intoxication, distraction, and fatigue. These sources
of accidents can be significantly reduced or eliminated by using qualified tele-drivers who
are equipped with additional technology, such as 360◦ degree blind-spot free vision.

For Vay’s clients and customers, the journey starts with an app that orders the remote
car (similar to other taxi apps); the ordered car arrives shortly thereafter and transports the
client to the specified, instructed destination. On arrival at the destination, the client leaves
the car without needing to search for a parking space or car park. The remote operation
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is charged to a credit card. According to Vay, this service can be realized with up to 60%
lower costs compared with an Uber ride in urban areas, i.e., the business model seems to
be highly competitive compared with all other mobility services available for individuals.
Vay’s management is convinced that remote operation technology can be applied to many
other sectors, including ride sharing and all kinds of delivery services, but also for buses
and trucks.

The technical weak point of remote operation is linked to bandwidth and the availabil-
ity and stability of internet connections because enormous volumes of data are transferred
between control centres and vehicles, and only highly developed and urban areas are at
present equipped with sufficiently powerful internet technology. Furthermore, the risk of
distortion to or interruption of internet links means there will be a requirement to prepare
technical redundancies throughout the technical solutions, including simultaneous use of
multiple cellular networks. Moreover, the need for “technical supervision” regulated in Sec-
tion 14 of the German Autonomous Driving Regulation [9] also affects manufacturers such
as Vay: While the vehicle’s owner is generally responsible for ensuring that a suitable natu-
ral person is available for technical supervision (Section 13 para. 6, clause 1 Autonomous
Driving Regulation), the manufacturer is obliged to offer respective appropriate training.
Depending on which components and parts of a vehicle are affected, we may assume that
the manufacturer will also pass on these obligations, or at least the associated costs, down
the supply chain.

In any case, there is a realistic chance that these remote operation approaches will
bring the technological initiative in robo-transport back to Europe, at least for the transition
period until general autonomous driving technology has matured.

5. Analysis and results

In the context of remote driving, legal questions arise in terms of required references
as to who is legally considered to be a driver and where he or she must legally be situated
(Section 5.1), to issues of data protection, which in this paper is exemplified via an analysis
of compliance with the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) (Section 5.2), as
well as who may be held liable for possible accidents and malfunctions on both tortious
and contractual levels (Section 5.3).

5.1. Who Is the Driver and Where Is He/She Located?

A remote operator faces different aspects of hazard perception and task complexity
than a driver located inside the vehicle [41]. It is therefore controversial whether (and to
what extent) a remote driver should be considered an “operator”, a “driver” or “person in
control”, in the same way as a human driver located inside the vehicle.

In Estonia, there is still no legal regulation for automated driving at SAE Levels 4 to 5.
However, we may assume that the more vehicles are driven in automated mode, the more
responsibility will ultimately rest with the producer rather than with the individual person
(operator) or owner, similar to the almost identical German legal set-up in this respect [42].
It should be noted here that under Estonian law, the “operator” is a person or robot (e.g.,
sitting in the driver’s seat), i.e., he is no longer a driver who has actual control, but operates
the autonomous technology of the self-driving (learning?) vehicle. Estonia’s self-driving
vehicles as such have been admitted for use in public, e.g., in everyday traffic, on streets,
and roads since 2017 [43], provided that there is a human driver who can take control of
the vehicle if necessary (corresponding to ISO/SAE Level 3) [44,45].

On the issue of the location of the driver, the U.S. has imposed criteria in some state
statutes [18]. While no U.S. state law expressly requires the physical presence of a driver in
a motor vehicle, other duties imposed on the driver, as in the context of “unattended” and
“abandoned vehicles”, in the case of a crash, in terms of the use of seat belts, referring to
the “driver’s sight”, his or her “interference” and “control” [46] presuppose the driver’s
presence in or at least in the immediate vicinity of the vehicle criteria, which for the sake of
legal certainty, any remote driving regulation initiative should explicitly overrule. In terms
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of remote driving and the remote operator as such, Trimble et al. [47] have, based on their
study of 15 U.S. state laws and the Uniform Vehicle Code, deduced a general definition of
an operator as being any “person” (i.e., a “natural person, firm, partnership, association, or
corporation” or not defined at all) who holds a valid driving license anyway, still leaving
open whether the term “operate” or “driving” would require physical presence within the
vehicle. Intending to remove this ambiguity, they propose a broader definition of this issue,
specifically: “humans can engage and disengage the vehicle (including remotely) but do
not need to physically be present or seated at the controls of the vehicle” [47], a proposal
that also considers that passengers being transported within a remotely driven vehicle
while sitting in the driver’s seat must not be considered drivers.

California’s autonomous vehicle testing regulations define a “remote operator” as
“a natural person who: possesses the proper class of license for the type of test vehicle
being operated, is not seated in the driver’s seat of the vehicle; engages and monitors the
autonomous vehicle, and is able to communicate with occupants in the vehicle through a
communication link”. A remote operator may also have the ability to perform the dynamic
driving task for the vehicle or cause the vehicle to achieve a minimal risk condition [48].

Furthermore, the model regulation published recently by the U.S. Uniform Law Com-
mission stipulates that automated vehicles applying remote driving technology must
generally be assigned an automated-driving provider who is responsible for not violating
any road traffic rules or laws [49]. The requirement to register as an automated-driving
provider permits technically competent entities, such as companies involved in the devel-
opment and operation of automated vehicles, to operate vehicles. The automated-driving
provider does not need to be the same person or entity as the vehicle’s owner, and further-
more, it may operate the vehicle (in automated mode) without a driver’s license. Finally,
the model legislation stipulates, that passengers in the driver’s seat during a completely
automated journey are not required to own a driver’s license. If this model legislation
is adopted by states, it will allow automated vehicles to have legal, non-human drivers
responsible for adhering to the rules of the road.

From a legal perspective, it could also be essential to ascertain whether the remote
driver is located in a command centre in the territory of the respective jurisdiction, or
abroad. While this criterion can also be significant for liability (see below), from a regulative
perspective, determination is in tandem with the recognition of foreign driving licenses,
i.e., once (and to the degree) a foreign driving license must be recognized by a domestic
legal system, generally remote driving from a command centre located in that respective
jurisdiction can also be assumed to be permitted [47]. Furthermore, in the—in many
respects—exemplary California AV testing regulations (Goodall, [18]), the remote driver
does not need to be situated on U.S. soil, i.e., in America (or even in California) [48,49].

5.2. Remote Operation and Data Protection

Remotely operated vehicles are equipped with multiple sensors and tracking in the
form of cameras, GPS-based devices, and inertial measurement units (IMU) for special
orientation. Connection to the command centre is maintained via Wi-Fi and telecommu-
nication networks. Remote operation of vehicles thus implies a continual and permanent
exchange of data, including live video transfer, between the vehicle and the control centre
via public telecommunication networks.

On 25 May 2018, the EU General Data Protection Regulation [50] entered into force,
replacing the Data Protection Directive of 1995 [51]. The GDPR aims to strengthen and
unify data protection for all individuals within the European Union, and in particular
addresses exporting personal data to countries outside the EU. One important highlight of
the GDPR is its attempts to “return control” to citizens and residents over their personal
data and to harmonize the regulatory framework for international business, by unifying
the regulation within the EU. As an EU regulation, the GDPR applies directly in all EU
Member States, i.e., it does not need national governments to pass any enabling legislation.
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Non-compliance with the strict data protection rules can lead to severe penalties of up to
4% of a company’s global turnover [50].

Applying GDPR to remotely driven vehicles, a first controversial issue arises in terms
of personal data collected and transmitted during operation. Certain personal data from
the customer or client is required to execute the contract, e.g., the location of the client a
car or taxicab must be delivered to, by means of remote operation. The corresponding
personal data includes the address, financial data, and, in addition, personal consumer
data resulting from the business relationship with the client. The novel and critical impact
of GDPR concerns the data which is needed and collected to operate the vehicle remotely
from its present location to the final destination. This data is collected in public spaces and
comprises photos, videos, and other orientation data linked to specific individuals and
persons. This data is exchanged over the internet and via telecommunication networks,
before it is considered and analysed, in part by control personnel and their IT systems. Later,
the data is stored in databases for the respective companies. In this way, an organization
or company collects data from EU residents (from the “data subject”) itself (as a “data
controller”) or on behalf of a data controller (as a “processor”), e.g., a cloud service provider,
and GDPR applies to these processes irrespective of whether the organization is located
inside or outside the EU.

GDPR defines ‘personal data’ as any information relating to an identified or identifiable
natural person (‘data subject’). An identifiable natural person is any person who can be
identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identifier such as a name, an
identification number, location data, an online identifier, or to one or more factors specific
to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural, or social identity of that
natural person. In addition to this, a catalogue of examples of “personal data” provides
examples of information relating to an individual, whether it relates to his or her private,
professional, or public life, e.g., name, home address, photographs, e-mail address, bank
details, posts on social networking websites, medical information, or a computer’s IP
address [50]. The protection needs of personal data are thus clearly defined. In the case
of remotely operated vehicles, photos taken and video sequences of natural persons in
particular are “personal data”, according to these definitions in the GDPR.

Once data falls within the scope of application of the GDPR, the Regulation provides
strict instructions on how this data may be used. As the remotely operated vehicle as a de-
vice collects, processes, and transfers user data “by design” itself, the producer of the vehicle
must ensure that data protection measures have been put in place, e.g., pseudonymization
of personal data by the controller at an early stage of data collection, and since communica-
tion between the robot and remote-control centre is executed via wireless links, personal
data (including photos and video sequences) must be encrypted. Secondly, the data col-
lected by the robot must be limited to what is necessary and required. Thirdly, all user data
obtained must be accessible and portable in order to enable any EU resident, assuming that
his/her personal data were collected by the autonomous vehicle (i.e., photos and videos), to
be afforded the opportunity to request these data in a widely compatible format, enabling
him or her to verify exactly what data has been obtained.

As the “internet of things” will lead to multiple situations where the location of data
collection does not match the location of data processing and storage, we must stress that
the rules of GDPR for EU residents’ private data apply regardless of whether processing
takes place in the EU or not. Since in most cases personal data is not stored permanently in
the vehicle, the otherwise practically significant requirement that returned devices must be
wiped and personal data on them must be erased is of lesser importance here.

The environment organizing control of the remotely operated vehicle must be able
to demonstrate compliance with GDPR, i.e., the data controller should implement mea-
sures that meet the principles of data protection by design and data protection by default.
Furthermore, the data controller is responsible for implementing effective measures and
must be able to demonstrate compliance of processing activities, even if processing is
carried out by a data processor on behalf of the controller. Article 25 GDPR states that Data
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Protection Impact Assessments must be conducted when specific risks relate to the rights
and freedoms of data subjects, and Articles 37–39 state that Data Protection Officers must
ensure compliance within organizations. Strict penalties apply in cases of non-compliance
with these three main rules, starting at € 20 million and extending to as much as 4% of a
company’s global turnover.

5.3. Liability

General tort law in most legal systems provides for general claims for damages brought
about by any tortious action, and based on these principles, they are implemented into
positive law in all national legal systems individually, and the remote driver (or respective
legal entity on whose behalf the driver is operating) steering the autonomous vehicle would
be held liable for any tortious action as the legal/natural person committing the vehicle.
Traffic law, anyway, in most legal systems specifies (i.e., in most cases extends) this liability
according to the special circumstances of traffic on public roads.

In general, tortious liability in many legal systems is fault-based (see e.g., Section 823 I
BGB, i.e., the German Civil Code) or subject to exculpation if the tort was not committed
directly by the tort-feasor, but by a third party whom the tort-feasor is responsible for and
who was selected and supervised with due care (see Section 831 BGB). In our case study,
this could be any remote driver employed by the respective company.

In a nutshell, under German law, use of a remotely operated vehicle does not affect
protection under tort law [52]. Under Estonian law, for instance, claims of the injured party
are covered by the strict liability of the owner (Section 1057 Estonian Law of Obligations Act)
and the manufacturer (Section 1061 Estonian Law of Obligations Act) of the motor vehicle
and by a direct claim against the insurer of the motor vehicle (Section 23 Estonian Law of
Obligations Act), irrespective of whether the driver is situated in the car himself/herself or
is steering the vehicle remotely.

Once the victim has been successfully compensated (for example, by the holder or the
insurance company), the question usually arises as to whether, from whom, and to what
extent the holder or the insurance company has a claim for compensation against a third
party—for example, the insurance company against the driver (Section 53 Estonian Traffic
Insurance Act) or the holder against the manufacturer. Unless liability in a particular case
is excluded (often under the standard terms and conditions of a contract) between the seller
and buyer, the seller is also liable to the buyer for defects in the product.

The manufacturer’s liability towards the owner does not pose any major challenges for
remotely operated vehicles, as Section 1061 et seq. of the Estonian Law of Obligations Act in
principle also covers defects, design, and marketing faults of remote operation components
of vehicles. A human driver being located abroad may complicate legal protection, as
under private international law the driver may be liable under the legal system of the
country where he/she is located; the general principle in private international law in tort
law, as exemplified in Art. 4 I Regulation (EC) No 864/2007 on the law applicable to
non-contractual obligations (“Rome II” Regulation) [53], is that the law of that country
applies where the damage occurs, i.e., irrespective of the driver’s location.

Similar to Level 3, at present applicable law would also provide for full compensation
for an injured party for damages caused in a road traffic accident caused by a remotely
driven vehicle at Level 4 or 5: the base of damages claims against the holder under
Section 1057 Estonian Law of Obligations Act, against the manufacturer under Section
1061 Estonian Law of Obligations Act, and against the insurer under Section 23 Estonian
Law of Obligations Act would continue to apply. If, after compensation has been paid to
the victim or injured party, it is established that whosoever bears the ultimate costs of the
accident in a particular case, there is a risk that the victim (who may also be a passenger
inside the vehicle) will blame the accident on the remote driver and/or the system which
automatically forwarded control to the remote driver at that time, even though the accident
was in fact caused either by a victim beyond the car or the passive passenger within the
vehicle for example, if the passenger did not follow clear instructions or actively took over
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at the time of the accident. In order to prevent this situation from occurring, it is advisable
(and could even be considered mandatory) to install a ‘black box’ system based on a satellite
navigation system for any remotely driven vehicles, which keeps records when the remote
driving mode is activated and operational.

There is no need for major changes to the present concepts of insurance systems, but
responsible parties (other than holders, which are already insured) such as manufacturers
and vendors could be allowed to take out additional insurance that takes AI into account
as a major source of risk, which could be developed as a standard by the state. One option
would also be a national insurance fund or similar to motor insurance an obligation for all
persons responsible for AI to insure their product as high risk.

6. Discussion

Public transportation is considered as the future and way ahead for urban motion,
i.e., urban car use only has a perspective in forms of extensions of public transportation
services, taxiing or in a car sharing context. Here, tele-driving may be the technical solution
as long as automatic transport robots are not mature enough to be used safely for travelling
in traffic on public roads. Tele-driving is less expensive than human driving; it increases the
attractivity of car sharing models with its additional client-oriented services such as door-
to-door delivery that are able to replace classic taxi services, as well as extending public
transportation services, and it contributes to sustainability by reducing pollution and energy
wastage by omitting redundant searches for a parking place. Additionally, the tele-driver
is not physically linked to one vehicle because he/she can jump virtually from one car to
another, so efficiencies for staffing and personnel costs for transport increase significantly.

From a legal perspective, unambiguous definitions of the terms “operator”, “diver” as
well as “remote operation” are of central importance. As general principles of private law
establish strict liability for road traffic accidents for the owner of the vehicle, the owner is, in
principle, liable for his/her vehicle even if the vehicle was operated remotely, i.e., if he/she
transferred actual control to a third person. This is especially significant in remote operation
set-ups since it is usually easiest for the plaintiff to bring a claim against the owner, as the
owner in cases of accidents is much easier to determine (via public registration) than the
actual driver and as the owner’s liability will not depend on fault.

Many existing legal frameworks do not yet cover Level 4 and Level 5 automated
driving, and even though a few legal systems, such as e.g., Germany’s, have recently started
to regulate this field, there is a general lack of the necessary legal concepts and definitions.
Before defining remote driving as such, the first step required could be to define self-driving
vehicles, specifically according to the six Levels of ISO/SAE international standards. Since
the issues of liability for self-driving vehicles and remote driving (e.g., the redefinition
of the former driver as an ‘operator’ as well as the concept of product liability, similar to
facilitating recording evidence by making a black box standard in remotely driven vehicles)
not only concern autonomous vehicles and remote driving but equally the use of other
robots, it would be useful to introduce a new general rule on sources of high risk for the
civil liability regime, which could be similar, for example, to the liability of any other parties
exposing people to a high risk. For Estonia, such a proposal was recently also made by
Turk and Pild in their “Analysis for the introduction of SAE Level 4 and 5 vehicles” [54].

Besides, such a general standard should be in line with the European Commission’s
April 2021 draft legislation on artificial intelligence (AI) [55], dividing the risks associated
with AI into four categories, namely: (1) unacceptable, (2) high, (3) low, and (4) minimal
risks, and imposing corresponding obligations and possible sanctions on the AI system.
Turk and Pild’s analysis furthermore suggests that limits to producer responsibility should
be defined for robot activities, as existing producer responsibility cannot be applied to
AI. Overall, no major legislative effort must be ready to regulate remote operation of
Level 4–5 vehicles, but both drivers and manufacturers, as well as authorities, must be
provided with legal certainty regarding the classification of the terms “driver”, operator”,
and “remote driving”.
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Finally, GDPR formulates new challenges for the development and use of remote
operation of vehicles, since a huge set of data required to enable remote operation of
vehicles must be considered personal data, which is not only processed locally in the
vehicle but is also transferred and stored to and from command centres via internet links.

However, the GDPR only partially covers the use of data in the overall data exchange
sphere. The German federal government is therefore at present planning to introduce a
Mobility Data Act, making vehicle data usable for a variety of private and public actors
by means of a trust model [56]. In a German context, the draft Data Act published on 23
February 2022, which intends to enable users of connected products (including vehicles)
to provide access to the data to generate and share it with third parties, follows a similar
objective as a draft that takes compliance with GDPR in terms of personal data protection
as well as the protection of trade and business secrets into account. From a technolog-
ical perspective, the report published in July 2022 by the U.K. government’s Centre for
Connected and Autonomous Vehicles [57] provides detailed model standards for remote
operation of vehicles.

On an EU level, the European Commission’s draft of an AI Regulation published on
21 April 2021 [55] indicates a further regulatory building block. The future AI Regulation
will be the world’s first binding cross-sectoral framework for the development, use, and
distribution of AI systems. According to this draft, AI systems used in road traffic are
subject to extensive requirements, for example, with regard to the resilience of the system
in the event of malfunctions or cyber-attacks or the quality of training, validation, and test
data sets used criteria applying in full to any use for remote operation of vehicles as well.

7. Conclusions

Startups developing remote operation solutions in Estonia and Germany showcase
the fact that the last mile problem also exists in the area of car-sharing, and new business
models based on remote operation attempt to overcome this obstacle. First prototypes for
urban remote operation are being tested in Berlin, Hamburg, and Tallinn and attempt to
tackle not only the last mile problem but also to create and offer new services for urban
mobility. A leading role is played by start-up companies such as Elmo and VAY, which
elaborate new mobility offers based on remote operation in connection with car-sharing
and taxi services, which are designed to fill the gap arising during the present transition
from human driving to fully automated vehicles.

At present, self-driving vehicles are still in the development phase, so large-scale
operations in public transportation are not feasible at the moment. Otherwise, the logis-
tics sector suffers under cost pressures and lacks service innovations in order to realize
sustainable business models and cope with the requirements of shared economies.

Tele-driving seems to be a promising solution for the transition period from human-
controlled transport devices to autonomous self-driving transport robots. The tele-driving
technology is mature, and the first real-life tests are already being run in Berlin and Ham-
burg. The applications of tele-driving are manifold and cover several business models,
including last-mile services for car sharing, tele-taxiing and door-to-door commuter ser-
vices for public transportation systems. Beyond applications for tele-driving in personal
transportation, applications for cargo and freight-forwarding are also promising and appear
to be economically viable.

However, operating remote operated vehicles is linked to a large number of legal and
regulatory questions and impacts data protection and privacy, liability, and traffic laws.
The regulatory framework required for remotely operated vehicles currently represents a
patchwork and requires a standardized and systematic discussion in order to formulate
general rules of operation—especially by defining self-driving vehicles according to the six
levels of ISO/SAE international standards in their respective national legal systems. While
the definition proposed by Trimble et al. [47] for a U.S. context may be considered a general
model for other legislation as well, EU member state legislators should be careful to keep
their respective legal reforms in line with the draft EU AI Act.
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This paper intends to shed some light on two aspects where major challenges will
arise in future (and in part even do so today), being strict liability for accidents caused
by remote operation under traffic law and considerable penalties in case of violating
GDPR requirements for tele-driving data collection and transmission mechanisms—risks
an entrepreneur deciding in favour of making use of tele-driving may have not taken into
account so far. Besides legal aspects, the economic viability of new business models is
also discussed.

The research gives an empirically validated insight into current developments in the
sector of remotely operated vehicles and takes the highly dynamic and innovative character
of the whole sector into account, but the picture can only give a snapshot of the evolution of
tele-driving. A comprehensive and unambiguous regulatory framework would essentially
underpin the creation of competitive advantages for business models operating in the
respective legal system based on tele-driving concepts and, in addition, would contribute
to realising sustainable and shared economic models.
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